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New South Asian magazine Preparing for the spring,
celebrates diversity
reflecting on the fall

DTH/EMMA ZHANG
Students study at the outdoor and socially distanced study area the University
built on Polk Place as other students walk past Wilson Library on Nov. 15, 2020.

By Anna Neil
Assistant University Editor

DTH/NOUR ZARROUK
Hrishika Muthukrishnan is the editor-in-chief of the new student-run publication, SAATH HAI SHAKTI.

First issue focuses on mental health
By Ellis Riggsbee
Staff Writer

ability of the writers to engage and interact with the
larger UNC community.
“I do wish that we could have included more student
experiences from the South Asian community on
UNC’s campus,” Siripurapu said. “It’s really hard to do
that because of the pandemic and the fact that it’s a
brand-new magazine, so hopefully in the future if the
magazine gets more popular, we can get more students
involved in the process.”
The magazine also gifted many of its editors with a
sense of communal belonging. As a first-year entering
college in the middle of a pandemic, Siripurapu has
been able to meet and connect with new friends
through WE ARE SAATH.
“I’ve gotten to learn more about my own culture
and also other countries near South Asia,” Siripurapu
said. “I got to showcase a lot of my previous interests
with that, so it really aligns with what I wanted to
do. I got to meet other freshmen and individuals of
the South Asian community.”
Bhat said she is excited to see the community’s
response to the editors’ dedication to the magazine
and their culture. They will rely on feedback when
developing their next publications.
“Just read it,” Bhat said. “Take a look at it. Glimpse
it, skim through it. This is meant to be a lifestyle
magazine, so there’s something for everyone. Just
read it and learn.”

For students who feel the cultural experience
they have on campus has been put on pause, a new
student-run magazine called “SAATH HAI SHAKTI”
offers a fresh perspective.
The magazine, which focuses on the mental
health of the South Asian community, launched
on Nov. 15. Founded on the goals and values of the
student organization, WE ARE SAATH (“WE ARE
TOGETHER”), the magazine showcases what it
means to be South Asian.
While the magazine emphasizes the unique and
diverse cultures of the South Asian community,
readers of all ethnic, racial and religious backgrounds
are encouraged to learn more.
“We aim to have readers outside of the South Asian
community because we want to spread our culture
and our message,” editor and sophomore Vanya Bhat
said. “We want to show and highlight the beauty of
South Asia in general, but we also want to inform and
bring to light some of the things that we face.”
Junior Anissa Deol, another student editor, said the
magazine’s launch is a key step toward vocalizing the
necessity for South Asian representation in the media.
This information can also be used to guide readers
on how to seek help for any mental health issues they
may be facing. Seeking mental health assistance
is considered taboo in many South Asian cultures,
@leriggsb
especially for children of immigrants.
arts@dailytarheel.com
“We address stigmas within our own community,
but also the goods that can come out it, like what kind
of food we eat and what we celebrate in the various
months of every year,” Deol said. “And that’s really
what the first publication touches on: a little bit of
everything. It’s like an introduction.”
The first publication will focus on a wide variety of
topics, introducing important aspects of South Asian
culture and the backgrounds of notable South Asian
influencers. While the components of the second and
third publications are still up in the air, Deol said the
editors are thinking of honing in on women’s fashion
in specific countries — especially countries that are
underrepresented in the media.
Hrishika Muthukrishnan, the founder of the
University’s WE ARE SAATH chapter and the editorin-chief of SAATH HAI SHAKTI, had the idea of
creating the magazine for a long time before it was
finally able to come to life.
In the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic,
SAATH HAI SHAKTI’s editors had to prepare
for unprecedented methods of collaborative
DTH/PHOTOG NA
communication.
Teja Siripurapu, a co-editor of the magazine, Hrishika Muthukrishnan, editor-in-chief of SAATH HAI
said that the pandemic had a negative effect on the SHAKTI, reads the first issue on Saturday, Nov. 14, 2020.

All it took was one week. Seven days
into the fall semester, students began
moving out of residence halls, and
instruction shifted online.
Now, as students begin final exams,
the UNC community is reflecting on
the events of the fall semester — and
anticipating how the spring will unfold.
‘False sense of security’

returning to campus in the fall, UNC
will require reentry testing at the
start of the spring semester. Provost
Bob Blouin told The Daily Tar Heel
that the importance of testing was a
lesson learned from the fall.
“In the fall and in the spring, the
(Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention) recommendation was
not to do reentry testing or aggressive
surveillance testing,” Blouin said.
Blouin said one reason for this
was that the availability of testing
supplies was limited, so there was

While students were not required
to get tested for COVID-19 before SEE LOOKING BACK, PAGE 11

Howell writes history

DTH/MORGAN PIROZZI
Sophomore quarterback Sam Howell runs the ball downfield during a game in
Kenan Memorial Stadium during a game against Wake Forest on Nov. 14, 2020.

By Jared McMasters
Assistant Sports Editor

Despite three touchdown passes
from Howell in the first half, the Tar
Heels trailed the Demon Deacons
35-24 entering halftime.
It felt like one of those games UNC
fans have become so accustomed to
over the last season and a half.
But Saturday’s victory over Wake
Forest broke that mold to elevate
UNC’s fourth-quarter team status
to new heights when Howell carried
North Carolina over the hump in one
of the most prolific outings by a UNC
quarterback ever.
The accomplishments began
flowing for Howell when he threw
his fourth touchdown of the day
with about five minutes left in the
third quarter.

If there’s an ink shortage in
Chapel Hill this weekend, Sam
Howell is to blame.
North Carolina’s sophomore
quarterback now has the daunting
task of rewriting the program’s
record books with his name near
the top of almost every offensive
category after a 59-53 comeback win
over Wake Forest on Saturday.
“Sam and I have talked a lot about
a legacy for a guy like him,” UNC
head coach Mack Brown said. “His
legacy will be how many games he
wins. That’s what quarterbacks are
remembered for.”
The road to defining that legacy now
includes a historic performance from
Brown’s quarterback on Saturday.
SEE SOPHOMORE QB, PAGE 6

I ain’t never seen two pretty best friends, it’s always one of them gotta be ugly.
JORDAN “JAYRSCOTTYY” SCOTT
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CORRECTIONS
The Daily Tar Heel reports
any inaccurate information
published as soon as the
error is discovered.
Contact Editorial Managing
Editor Brandon Standley at:
managing.editor@dailytarheel.com
with issues about this policy.

Editorial corrections will be
printed on this page. Errors
committed on the Opinion
Page have corrections
printed on that page.
Corrections also are noted
in the online versions of our
stories.

DTH/CHASE COFIELD
Cars pass by the North Carolina State Capitol building on Nov. 13, 2020. In 2020,
all incumbents in the council of state races won re-election or are leading.

By Kayleigh Carpenter
Assistant City & State Editor

The North Carolina State
Board of Elections released the
rest of remaining absentee and
provisional ballots on Saturday.
While the results are still unofficial
as the populace waits on the Board’s
vote audit and certification, the
outcomes of some of the highly
contested Council of State races are
becoming clearer.

Incumbent races
Incumbencies hold great power
in N.C. Council of State elections.
According to unofficial results,
every incumbent in North Carolina
for a Council of State position has

By Maggie Dunn
Staff Writer

For Jessica Stevens, having a
vegan Thanksgiving is nothing new.
She has been vegan for five years
and was a vegetarian for six years
prior. Stevens said that when her
family first became vegan, their
Thanksgivings felt slightly different.
“My grandparents would come
over, and they would be disappointed
because some of our traditional
dishes were different,” Stevens said.
After years of research and
practice with vegan recipes like
green bean casserole, her family has
come to accept and appreciate their
Thanksgiving feast.
Like Stevens, first-year student
Jewell Caputa has learned how to
adapt these traditional foods to fit
her vegetarian diet.
Caputa has been vegetarian for
nearly five years and chose to cut
meat out of her diet after learning of
its consequences on environmental
sustainability. While her family was
initially surprised by this choice, they
had no problems with it, especially
when Caputa took to participating in
the meal-planning and cooking.

Established 1893

Non-incumbent races
In the three Council of State
races where there were no
incumbents, mobilizing the
candidates’ potential voters
became crucial.
According to unofficial results:
•
Republican Mark Robinson
has won over Democrat
Yvonne Lewis-Holley by a
margin of 3.26 points for N.C.
lieutenant governor.
•
Republican Josh Dobson has
won over Democrat Jessica
Holmes by a margin of 1.64
points for N.C. commissioner
of labor.
•
Republican Catherine
Tr u i t t h a s w o n o v e r
Democrat Jen Mangrum by
a margin of 2.76 points for

SEE CAMPAIGNS, PAGE 9

“This has impacted
our tradition positively
because I’m in the kitchen
more with my family.”
Jewell Caputa

UNC first-year student

Caputa’s current Thanksgiving
table looks different now than it has
in the past – including a small turkey.
“Honestly, this has impacted our
tradition positively, because I’m in the
kitchen more with my family,” she said.
“It’s become more of a tradition for my
sister and I to make a pumpkin pie.”
Sophomore Megan Wagner, who
has been vegan for two years and was a
pescatarian for a year and a half prior,
also cooks over the holiday, though
she differs from Caputa in that she
prepares meals for herself alone.
“I don’t try to replace traditional
Thanksgiving foods, and I just eat
whatever I’m in the mood for,” she said.
Though her family was initially
doubtful of her diet, they have
become more understanding over
the years due to the dishes she cooks.
“I once made cookies and my
grandfather ate about half of them

DTH PHOTO ILLUSTRATION/ANGELINA KATSANIS
For students and families that don’t eat meat, many find themselves
turning to other foods for their Thanksgiving Day meals and desserts.

before realizing they were vegan,”
Wagner said.
For others, beginning new
traditions is an important aspect
of Thanksgiving. Last year, UNC
graduate Ruchi Jalavancha’s family
had a vegetarian Indian-American
meal, combining traditional American
dishes like macaroni and cheese and

mashed potatoes with Indian foods
like curry and sambhar, a lentil stew.
“We’ve started a new tradition,”
Jalavancha said. “This definitely
made me excited for the future, when
my fiancé and I can do this one day
with both of our families and kids.”
arts@dailytarheel.com

From comfort food to all-nighters: students share finals traditions
Staff Writer

127 years of editorial freedom

Nov. 24. In order for a recount to
happen for statewide contests, the
vote difference must be 10,000
votes or fewer.
Mac McCorkle, public policy
professor at Duke and former
Democratic political consultant,
s a i d n a m e r e c o g n i t i o n i s n’ t
always the result of incumbency
— sometimes it comes from
having the same last name, like
with the Kennedys.
“That’s why you see a lot of
times sons and daughters and
relatives with the same names of
experienced politicians sometimes
have a leg up,” he said. “Because
people go ‘Oh, yeah, I voted for
(their relative).”

Setting the table this year with non-meat Thanksgiving foods

By Ellis Riggsbee

The Daily Tar Heel

either won re-election or is leading
over their opponent:
•
In t h e C o m m i s s i o n e r o f
Agriculture race, Steve Troxler,
the Republican incumbent
since 2005, has beaten Jenna
Wadsworth, the Democratic
candidate, by a margin of 7.72
points despite Wadsworth’s
innovative social media
campaigning strategies.
•
Democrat incumbent since
1996 Elaine Marshall beat
E.C. Sykes, the Republican
candidate, by a margin of
2.34 points for N.C. secretary
of state.
•
In a more contested race
with an incumbent, Attorney
General Josh Stein has the
lead over Jim O’Neill, the

Republican candidate, by
only 14,336 votes, or a margin
of 0.26 points, although the
race is still too close to all
and neither candidate has
declared victory.
There are no term limits for the
nine Council of State positions
in North Carolina, so candidates
can run for re-election until they
choose not to.
Each position has its own
executive duties that work together
with the governor to run the state.
Unlike many other states, instead
of the governor appointing their
own Council of State, N.C. voters
have that power.
Incumbents have name
recognition on their side, Joe
Czabovsky, an assistant professor
of journalism at UNC, said.
“The biggest stretch tends to
be those that have the power of
incumbency, like Cherie Berry,
infamous as our outgoing head
of labor,” he said. “People know
her as ‘elevator lady’ as you’ve
h e a r d o v e r t h e y e a r s . Pe o p l e
h av e s e e n h e r f a c e o n e v e r y
elevator in the state.”
Czabovsky said a study found
Berry actually performed better in
counties with more elevators.
T his power of inc umbenc y
extends beyond the Council of
State positions — it can be seen
in the state legislature races and
state’s judicial races as well.
In the race for N.C. Supreme
Court chief justice, incumbent
Cheri Beasley has a narrow lead of
35 votes over Paul Newby.
State results will be finalized on

Some students wear lucky socks,
some study nonstop and some don’t
study at all. But one thing is for sure
– when finals season comes around,
everyone feels it.
Many students have their own
unique ways of coping with the anxiety
that comes from finals. When it comes
to finals, Felipe Yanaga, a first-year
computer science major, said self-care
is an important aspect of his routine.
In pre-pandemic years, aside from
indulging in reading and comfort
foods, Yanaga relied on his friends to
destress and take the edge off before
a big exam.
“In high school, my friends and I
always hung out at a park or just went

to get ice cream before a stressful
final,” Yanaga said. “When you’re with
your friends, you feel like other people
are going through the same thing, and
misery likes company.”
Like Yanaga, sophomore Cecilia
Lee often turns to her favorite foods
to soothe her academic nerves.
“I always have a ton of chocolate
before,” Lee said. “I don’t know why.
It’s like my comfort food, I guess. I
usually try not to eat sweets, but for
the finals period, I just forgive myself.”
Throughout the semester, many
professors offer office hours, or open
time slots for students to receive
individualized help. For many
students, office hours help to reinforce
important class concepts and connect
with professors.
“When finals season starts to

approach, I’m incredibly stressed,
nervous, sleep deprived and anxious,”
Lee said. “I go to a lot of office hours,
I review all of my notes and if the
lectures are recorded, I rewatch all of
them on two times speed.”
Since students must decide whether
to pass-fail their classes before finals,
many are studying extra hard for their
exams, said Robbie Luna, a senior.
“That’s kind of frustrating for some
of us who were considering passfailing because it’s kind of a mind
game now,” Luna said.
In studying for finals at home,
students can no longer pack the floors
of Davis Library to commiserate en
masse or motivate one another to
push through the home stretch of
the semester.
“ In n o r m a l t i m e s , I r e a l l y

enjoyed spending a long time in the
library with my friends and buying
food at Alpine, or staying up late
with coffee,” Luna said. “In a sense,
it was kind of a sacred time to be
with my friends. Obviously, sleep
is important, but it kind of all
becomes secondary.”
No matter how stressful this
semester has been, it’s almost over.
Yanaga wants those who are stressed
to know that they are not alone.
“Everyone is stressed about finals,”
Yanaga said. “This one semester is
not a reflection of who you are, both
as a learner and as a person. It is
important, but it’s not as important as
your mental health.”
@leriggsb
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Farewell,
friend

CARTOON

A farewell from The Daily Tar
Heel’s December graduates.
COLUMN

Be kind and you’ll
thrive

CARTOON BY JOHN GALAPON

DTH ONLINE:

Sergio Osnaya-Prieto, chief copy editor, summer 2020
editor-in-chief and self-titled “Office Sweetheart,” says
goodbye to the DTH.

O

n a warm spring night in
Chapel Hill, circa 2019, my
friend Molly Weisner and I
were taking care of our boss, then-Chief
Copy Editor Brandon Standley, who was
laying on the sidewalk after a house party.
“I’m thriving,” he said, over and over.
That was the night he hired me as an
assistant copy editor for The Daily Tar Heel.
Now, it’s a cold fall night in Chapel Hill,
and it’s my last night as chief copy editor
for the DTH. I’ve learned a couple things
in my time here, which I’d like to share
with anyone bored enough to read this.
First, prioritize kindness.
If you’re a UNC student, you’re likely
obsessing over your major, jobs, internships
and the anxiety-fueling amount of work
waiting for you when you wake up. But
none of that matters more than the people
around you.
As we trudge through this pandemic,
the magical moments we all miss are
moments of connection to our friends and
loved ones. But you have an opportunity
to keep the spark of connection going by
being kind to those who still surround you
— in person or virtually.
So, don’t treat your professors as distant
figures of authority. Ask them how their
day is going, answer their questions over
Zoom, turn your camera on if you feel
comfortable doing so, say “thank you”
before you leave class.
Show that you care about them as much
as you care about the content of their class,
and you’ ll find mentors, wisdom and
guidance from people who’ve stood in your
place before.
Likewise, go out of your way for your
friends — new and old. Stay up late to
help them edit a paper, bring them coffee,
check up on them. If you’re looking for
a friend, just be honest and people will
match your vulnerability — the source of
true friendship.
Be willing to say “I’m not OK,” open up
and show interest for the morsels of truth
people share with you.
Second, try your best.
Regardless of the work you’re doing,
always seek an angle that you’re passionate
about before tackling it. Always think
about the larger picture and visualize the

For more columns, editorials, op-eds and cartoons,
visit us at dailytarheel.com. Or, follow us on Twitter, @dthopinion.

COLUMN

Numbers, news and
the mayor of North
Carolina

Michael Taffe, data editor, former City & State
assistant editor and self-proclaimed mayor of North
Carolina, bids the DTH farewell.
Sergio Osnaya-Prieto
impact your work can have.
At the DTH, I spent most of my time
copy editing — checking for minor errors
and focusing on minutiae.
But whenever I could put myself in
the shoes of a reader who needed that
information, or I came across a story
that didn’t meet our standards, I knew
the late nights of work in the office were
worth it.
I often say I know nothing about
anything. But by heeding the advice I’ve
included here, you might get as lucky
during your time at UNC as I did.
You might just get to meet people
like Anna Pogarcic, Sasha Schroeder,
Hannah Lang, Brandon Standley, Molly
Weisner, Claire Perry, Krista Nichols,
Paige Masten, Will Melfi, Morgan
Pirozzi, Maddie Ellis, Maeve Sheehey,
Mary King, Erica Perel, John Ambrose
and many others who brightened even
my darkest days.
The truth is, we all have our fair share of
dark days ahead of us.
But I urge you to be kind, and
you’ll find a team of people willing to
reciprocate your kindness, help you find
opportunities and bring you joy — just
as I did.
Surely, then, you’ll thrive too.
P.S. Don’t be kind to racists, though.
F--- them.

@sjosnaya
opinion@dailytarheel.com

SPEAK OUT
Interested in writing a letter to the editor or submitting an op-ed?
• Students: Include your year, major and phone number.
• Faculty/staff: Include your department and phone number.
• Edit: The DTH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Limit submissions to 500 words.

SUBMISSION
• Send via email to opinion@dailytarheel.com

EDITOR’S NOTE: Columns, cartoons and letters do not necessarily represent the
opinions of The Daily Tar Heel or its staff. Editorials reflect the opinions of The Daily
Tar Heel editorial board, which comprises 15 board members, the opinion assistant
editor and editor and the editor-in-chief.

T

he reaction I got from most
people when they heard I
started working at my college
paper was cutesy, if not dismissive.
People assumed I would be covering
club meetings or writing student features.
And of course, there’s a place and a
demand for that type of content.
But the times I’ve been most proud
of working at The Daily Tar Heel have
been when I saw a student journalist
livestreaming the fall of Silent Sam on
Facebook. Or when I was able to sit in on
the DTH’s oral arguments before the N.C.
Supreme Court over UNC’s sexual assault
disciplinary records.
I can remember a particularly
long night in the office covering the
special election in North Carolina’s 9th
congressional district. The next morning,
I received an email from some readers
complimenting me personally on our
coverage of the race.
“Congratulations on a job well done.
You are our local paper of choice.”
That was when I first realized how
necessary the DTH is to so many people in
Chapel Hill, Orange County and statewide.
After that email, I started posting
positive reader feedback on a cork
board in the office so my writers could
get a bit of a pick-me-up when 4 p.m.
rolled around. Just as rewarding as
the reader feedback was seeing the
pride the younger writers had knowing
their work had made a difference in
someone’s life.
Even more important than learning
to take compliments was learning
t o t a ke c r i t i q u e s . A f t e r a n o t h e r
particularly long night in the office, I
was placing text on the pages to be sent
to the printer. I had written a piece on
the Chapel Hill Town Council and —
as a regrettable placeholder — typed
my byline as “Michael Taffe, Mayor of
North Carolina.”
I was sure I had replaced it. I must
have replaced it. But a 2 a.m. call to the
co-editor-in-chief confirmed that I had
not. (Good luck to anyone who would like
to find that print issue.)

Michael Taffe
I rushed into the office first thing
the next morning to apologize for my
mistake. There was no excuse. The story
I had spent two days at the Friday Center
with the Chapel Hill Town Council to
complete was defaced by my own hand.
But the DTH’s general manager, Erica
Perel, had some sage advice.
“It’s not the end of the world. Just don’t
let it happen again.”
What I took away from this was that
it’s not worth griping over a mistake if
I can’t learn from it. And also that it’s
important to laugh at ourselves once in
a while.
With the fall semester looming, we
decided it would be advantageous to have
someone to tackle the data behind 2020’s
two major news stories: COVID-19 and
the 2020 elections.
This semester, we rolled out a
dashboard to track COVID-19 cases on
campus, interactive maps of election
results in the General Assembly and
analyses of college voter turnout.
Needless to say, The Daily Tar Heel has
come a long way — even in the short three
years I’ve been on staff. And I’ll always
be proud of our newsroom’s pursuit of
serving not just the campus community,
but the town and state as a whole.

@MichaelJTaffe
opinion@dailytarheel.com
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CAPS helps students ineligible for care in N.C.
Students outside of the state
can’t receive treatment from
CAPS due to restrictions.
By Malak Dridi and Raymond Pang
Staff Writers

Ever since students were asked
to leave campus earlier in the
fall, many out-of-state students
have had to return to their homes
outside of North Carolina.
But students outside of North
Carolina who seek counseling
f r o m U N C ’s C o u n s e l i n g a n d
Psychological Services have been
unable to use its services — because
CAPS counselors and psychiatrists
only have the licensure to practice
within the state.
While some states lifted
teletherapy restrictions at the onset
of COVID-19, most states require a
health professional to be licensed in
the state of the patient care, which
can inhibit CAPS’ ability to help
UNC students.
CAPS Director Dr. Allen O’Barr
said while CAPS cannot provide
psychotherapy to students outside
the state, referral coordinators can
help students find a provider in
their area.
“What we’re doing is finding out
where they are, giving them the
possibility of talking to one of our
referral coordinators to help them,”
O’Barr said.
O’Barr said the issue of state
limits to licensure is widespread,
and is something college
counselors nationwide are working
to combat.
“I’m not able to do anything
myself,” O’Barr said. “But I am
able to be part of the organization
that’s working to do something
around that.”
O’Barr also recommended some
external resources that out-of-state

students can take advantage of.
One of those includes Psychology
Today — an online, nationwide
database of registered, mental
health professionals.
“You can plug into Psychology
Today where you are and find all
the therapists in your area and
then if you need help with things
like insurance or stuff like that,
the referral coordinators that we
have at CAPS can help with that,”
he said.
Maya Tadross, a sophomore
psychology major at UNC, lives in
New York. She said telemedicine
doesn’t work for everyone.
“I’m out of state myself, so I
mean I know that if that was the
only way I could get medication,
it would be really difficult for me,”
Tadross said.
Besides CAPS, student
organizations have created their
own initiatives and organizations
to help their fellow students.
L a u r e n Ho b g o o d , a s e n i o r
majoring in psychology and
nursing, is a co-president of
Active Minds — a club working
to increase student awareness of
mental health conditions.
With the move to virtual
learning, Active Minds has
been expanding its use of social
media, creating posts where UNC
students can anonymously share
their mental health struggles.
“I think it was just a great way to
kind of raise awareness of the silent
sufferers and see what’s happening
behind closed doors,” Hobgood said.
“It got people to maybe even reflect
on their own problems and issues
and open up in a way that’s a lot safer
and that has a lot more privacy.”
Although out-of-state UNC
students have experienced
d i ffi c u l t i e s r e c e i v i n g c e r t a i n
services from CAPS, Hobgood said
she still believes that CAPS can be

DTH PHOTO ILLUSTRATION/PARKER BROWN
Many out-of-state students have had to return home due to the pandemic, but are unable to access CAPS resources.

“I am able to be part of
the organization that’s
working to do something
around that.”
Dr. Allen O’Barr

Director, Counseling and Psychological Services

a useful guide to any student who
needs it.
“I believe CAPS is just a
fantastic stepping stone, and that
what they’re doing and the way
that (they are) still able to refer
and find help in long term care for
people out of state is still such an
important job,” Hobgood said.
university@dailytarheel.com

CAPS HOURS, RESOURCES & MORE DETAILS
Students can reach CAPS
24/7 by phone. Initial phone
screenings do not require
an appointment.
CAPS 24/7 phone
number: 919-966-3658
Initial phone screening
hours:
Monday-Thursday: 9am noon, 1pm - 4pm
Friday: 9:30 am - noon,
1pm - 4pm

•
•

• Office hours:

Monday - Friday 8:00 am 5:00 pm

• During the initial

assessment, students will
be sent a link to complete a
questionnaire.
Then the student will
speak with a professional to
discuss any challenges and
create a plan.

•

Stay
ahead
in your
academic
game through
summer classes

Think Summer School
More information at summer.unc.edu
Follow

@UNCSummerSchool

Registration Guide
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Navigating spring
in-person classes
By Evan Castillo
Staff Writer

As the University approaches the
end of the fall semester, it’s already
looking ahead to the return of
students for classes that may be held
in person in the spring.
Senior Vice Provost for Business
Operations Rick Wernoski said the
classroom operations team is building
the spring model on work that
occurred for the fall semester, with
measures including new technology,
precise seating and guidance for
campus navigation.
Wernoski said about 91 of the 205
general purpose classrooms, including
auditoriums, are outfitted with
point-to-zoom cameras and ceiling
microphones from the fall semester.
The University has also extended
support to both departmental and
professional school spaces.
In-person class instruction will
either be fully in person or a mixture
of in person and remote. Wernoski
said you can have a cohort of students
in person and another cohort online
where the professor could adjust the
ability to interact between the two types
of student using the new technologies.
Classrooms will have hand sanitizer
and disinfectant wipes, and the
University has removed excess seats to
maintain a distance of six feet for rooms
with movable workstations and seats.
The seats will be set six feet apart
and have markings on the floor
limiting chair movement. Each
night, the rooms will be reset in case
chairs are moved, Wernoski said.
The University will also identify
two types of study spaces — quiet
areas and learning areas — in addition
to the traditional in-person spaces
from the fall semester, Wernoski
said. Quiet areas will be for remote

learners or students who need a quiet
environment, and learning areas will
be for small groups of students to
work together, have conversation and
maintain physical distancing.
Andy Bechtel, associate professor
in the Hussman School of Journalism
and Media, said he has chosen to
teach both of his journalism classes
remotely for spring semester due to
their workshop class style. He said
he tried in-person courses in the first
part of the fall, and it was strange.
The University is also allotting
some classroom spaces for faculty
who prefer to teach remote in a
classroom rather than their campus
or home office.
Lindsay King, a teaching associate
professor in the Hussman School, is
teaching two intro-level courses and
one higher-level course for the spring
semester in person.
She said although the classes can’t
be as hands on, it will be good to have
the routine of coming to class even if
it’s just a lecture.
Wernoski said the University is
working through the logistics for
a similar program to the Carolina
Together Ambassadors program —
where staffers helped students, faculty
and staff navigate campus and give
information on mask distribution sites.
Buildings will have directional
signage to move traffic one-way if
possible, although some building
layouts don’t allow for that. He said
that when.unc.edu can be used to direct
students to and through buildings
based on their specific classrooms.
“Going into it, I think we feel really
confident and good about the work that
we did in the fall that builds that color
for us to build on for the spring what we
saw being successful,” Wernoski said.
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Students share their
favorite fall classes

DTH/ANGELINA KATSANIS
Two UNC students attend class and complete work from home on their laptops on Monday, Oct. 2, 2020.

By William Christensen
Staff Writer

As planning for the spring
registration process begins, students
are looking for classes to take over
the next semester. Here’s a look at
some students’ favorite courses from
the fall semester, and how well those
university@dailytarheel.com classes worked online.

DTH/CHRIS OCANA
A lecture hall in Carrol Hall on Nov. 11, 2020 has 75 percent of seats marked off
with tape to ensure social distancing guidelines for in-person classes.
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Lexie Sparks: MASC 101
First-year environmental sciences
major Lexie Sparks said her favorite
class was Marine Science 101: The
Marine Environment, taught by
professor Karl Castillo.
“I really appreciated how
passionate the professor was
about the class, and I have been
interested in marine biology since
I was a little girl, so I was excited to
finally be able to explore it further,”
Sparks said.
She said Castillo’s comfort with
the online platform and his wellorganized Sakai page made the class
straightforward and manageable.
Castillo said in an email that
although he considers teaching the
class remotely a success, he believes
students can miss out on certain
aspects of the curriculum.
Castillo said he will be teaching

Marine Sciences 441: Marine
Physiological Ecology in the spring.
Ritika Desai: BIOL 202
Ritika Desai, a sophomore
neuroscience major, said her favorite
class was Biology 202: Molecular
Biology and Genetics with professor
Lillian Zwemer.
“I find myself adopting new
perspectives and problem-solving
strategies,” Desai said.
Zwemer said many of the strategies
she used this semester were thought
up by the biology department as a
group over the summer.
She said even though she had to
cut some of the content of the course
to accommodate the fall semester’s
shorter schedule, the online format
of the class can be just as good — if
not better — for some students.
She said in an email that one of
her main priorities this semester was
to build a sense of community among
her students by holding weekly
group office hours where students
can ask questions and engage with
each other in a relaxed environment.
She encouraged students to send her
pictures of their pets or the people
in their lives to share with the rest of
the class during these sessions.

Camilo Corrales: ECON 325
Junior business administration
major Camilo Corrales said he
recommends Economics 325:
Entrepreneurship: Principles,
Concepts, Frameworks and Fluency,
taught by professor Chris Mumford.
“We’re able to create our own website
with all of our information and just
basically start working on projects that
help us build skills for entrepreneurship
in the future,” Corrales said.
Abby Kadlec: MEJO 244
Abby Kadlec, a junior studying
advertising and public relations,
said she par tic ularly enjoyed
Me d i a a n d Jo u r n a l i s m 2 4 4 :
Talk Politics: An Introduction to
Political Communication.
Professor Ferrel Guillory, who
teaches the course, said students were
able to discuss presidential debates,
nominating conventions and how
COVID-19 affected the election.
He said that even though he
misses seeing his students face-toface, there were certain advantages
to teaching the class online.
He said guests included political
journalists and political analysts, who
came to offer their insights to students.
university@dailytarheel.com

Zoom survival guide: Tips and tricks for remote class
By Charlotte Geier
Staff Writer

As a drama professor teaching
virtually, UNC teaching professor
Jeff Cornell has had to use the
features offered by Zoom to his
advantage and restructure his handson classroom to function remotely.
Cornell — like many professors at
UNC — has become accustomed to
the tools Zoom offers to make virtual
learning easier. After a semester of
remote learning, professors and
students alike have plenty of tips and
tricks for surviving Zoom University
next semester.

“Most professors record their
lectures, and now you have the
opportunity to re-watch the lectures
that you didn’t have before, so I love
that,” McDowell said. “You also can
play the lectures on one-and-a-half or
two times speed when it is recorded to
get through more material.”

2. Asking questions
Another tool McDowell
recommended for students is to use
the chat function to ask questions,
especially in large classes.
“Sometimes in class, I would get
anxious to raise my hand and speak in
100-person classes,” McDowell said.
“Now, I could just quickly type my
1. Recorded classes
question and then they’ll just answer it.”
One of the tools Cornell said he
But Cornell said he recommends
has found especially useful as a for students in smaller classes to ask
teacher has been the ability to record the questions out loud in order to
classes — and he is not alone.
facilitate a more casual discussion.
Sophomore nursing major
Kelsey McDowell said she took
3. Cameras and microphones
full advantage of this Zoom tool,
Another way to stay engaged is
especially for lab classes.
by always keeping your camera on

Gomez said she suggested
“If someone has a question, it’s a lot
during classes if you’re able, firststaying on the call after class of times relevant to you,” Gomez said.
year Kaitlyn Gomez said.
But it is important to be aware of to hear or ask any remaining
university@dailytarheel.com
your surroundings while your camera questions about the class.
is on, Cornell said. He suggested
setting up a properly lit space to avoid
backlighting by using a floor lamp or
natural light in front of your desk.
4. Breakout rooms
In breakout rooms, Gomez said to
not rely on the chat announcements
teachers oftentimes post with
the discussion questions, as they
disappear quickly.
“Take a picture of (the question) so
that you remember it because a lot of
times, you don’t actually know what
you’re supposed to be discussing,”
Gomez said.
5. Leaving Zoom calls
Just because class time has ended
does not mean the Zoom call is over.
Instead, McDowell suggested staying
on the Zoom call at the end to ask
any questions.

DTH PHOTO ILLUSTRATION/PHOTOG NA
Students struggle to stay focused during Zoom classes among distractions and
have difficulties making connections with instructors and fellow students.
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UNC football completes
in-state opponent sweep
By Ryan Heller
Senior Writer

For the North Carolina football
team, Saturday was poetic justice.
Last year, the Tar Heels faced a
21-point deficit against Wake Forest
only to see a second-half comeback
attempt slip out of their fingers. This
time though, they finished the job
against the Demon Deacons, scoring
28 consecutive points in the fourth
quarter to pull off a 59-53 victory.
But this win was much more than
an act of vengeance. It reaffirmed
North Carolina’s dominance over its
in-state competition that head coach
Mack Brown became accustomed to
in his first stint at UNC.
“I gotta give these kids credit,”
Brown said. “They’ve played four rival
teams in four straight weeks for the
first time in school history, and they’ve
beaten the three in-state rivals.”
Brown and the Tar Heels had their
way against Duke, N.C. State and
Wake Forest during his first tenure in
Chapel Hill. While UNC has dropped
a pair of disappointing losses this year,
it now boasts an undefeated record
against its three in-state rivals and
currently has a 6-2 record overall.

Saturday’s win, more than the five
before it, felt different.
The Tar Heels found themselves
in an early hole — a game script
eerily similar to both of their defeats.
And the team lacked control of the
game until the fourth quarter, when
Javonte Williams jogged into the end
zone and gave the team a 14-point
lead in the final minutes — they
clawed their way back.
And just like they did against
Florida State and Virginia, they
made it a one-possession game.
As impressive as Howell and
North Carolina’s barrage of offensive
weapons have been in each of the Tar
Heels’ three rivalry wins this season, it
was UNC’s oftstruggling defense that
stepped to the plate and allowed them
to come back on Saturday.
“As a defense, that’s what you want
and we know you want to put the
game on your players, you want to
put the game on your defense,” senior
cornerback Patrice Rene said. “We
strive to go in every week like that.”
There’s no doubt it was an ugly
game for co-defensive coordinator
Jay Bateman’s defense. But the
Tar Heels made stops when it was
needed the most, giving their offense

Sophomore QB sets
records for UNC football
out four touchdown passes in a game,
and it jump-started a 35-8 UNC run
to close out the largest second-half
The four-yard fade to junior wide comeback in North Carolina history.
receiver Dyami Brown marked the
“Man, Sam is amazing,” Dyami
fifth time in Howell’s career he’s dished Brown said. “He’s the best out there.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

DTH/MORGAN PIROZZI
Wake Forest’s redshirt sophomore quarterback Sam Hartman (10) is sacked by UNC’s graduate linebacker Chazz Surratt
(21) and sophomore defensive lineman Tomari Fox (56) during the game on Nov. 14, 2020. UNC beat Wake Forest 59-53.

a chance to make the comeback.
Prior to his arrival, the Tar Heels
dropped their last three against
Duke, four of the last five against
N.C. State and was trading wins with
the Demon Deacons. Now, they are
the team to beat in North Carolina.
Despite the two losses to sub-.500

teams, Brow’s plan is still in its early
phases, but if the trend of consecutive
in-s tate conference vic tories
continues — aligning with the squads
of the ‘90s — UNC could field a team
that can content for a top five ranking
that lasts more than a week.
Saturday’s win shows the journey

that the Tar Heels have gone through
to retake control of North Carolina.
Beating the team that got the best of
you last year in dramatic fashion?
Well, that makes it even sweeter.

I wouldn’t trade him for anybody, no
(other) quarterback out there. He
kept us going throughout each drive,
throughout each quarter.”
Two drives later, Howell kept
the offense rolling with a bullet to
senior running back Michael Carter
near Wake Forest’s sideline before
Carter sprinted downfield for a
46-yard score. The play brought the
sophomore QB to 484 of his 550
passing yards in the shootout — his
final total being good for the new

single-game record by a UNC passer.
Howell floated a 10-yard
touchdown ball to senior tight
end Garrett Walston to cap off
the following drive with his sixth
touchdown pass of the game, tying
the game at 45 apiece.
And if all the fresh passing records
weren’t enough, Howell’s dominance
culminated with a 20-yard keeper run
up the middle to put UNC up 52-45
midway through the final quarter.
The athletic scramble meant Howell

joined former Louisville QB Lamar
Jackson as the only players in ACC
history with six scores through the
air and one on the ground in a game.
With over a season remaining in
Chapel Hill to make his case as the
best quarterback to ever don a UNC
jersey, there’s still plenty of time to
see if he’s capable of breaking his
own records he set on Saturday.

@ryanheller23
sports@dailytarheel.com

@McMastersJ
sports@dailytarheel.com

Seeking Students for Study
Do you have a parent who was a member of
one of the Reserve Components or
National Guard when you were growing up?
Were they deployed at some point in
time after 9/11?
We would like to understand what current
college students have to say about the
impact of having a parent deploy while
they were growing up.
Seeking current UNC students whose parent
or parents served in one of the Reserve
Components or National Guard following the
9/11 attacks and who were deployed at some
point in time during their childhood. You will
be asked to participate in one focus group with
others who have had parents deployed during
their childhood. Participating in this research
study will take no more than 90 minutes
of your time. Students who participate will
receive a $15 gift card for their time.
If you are interested in participating,
please email Dr. Peggy Wilmoth at
wilmothp@email.unc.edu
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Campus building name removal explained

DTH/JESSIE ZHENG
Thomas Ruffin Jr. Residence Hall, pictured here on Nov. 10, 2020, was one of the buildings
recently renamed after UNC’s Board of Trustees overturned a renaming moratorium in July.

By Cameron Myers Milne
Staff Writer

Mo r e t h a n 3 0 n a m e s o f w h i t e
supremacists and slaveholders mark the
landscape of UNC, from residence halls to
academic buildings to the football stadium,
according to the University Commission on
History, Race and a Way Forward.
Over the past five years, however, the
University has started taking action to address
the legacies of those for which these buildings
have been named. On July 16, the Board of
Trustees created a formal name removal policy.
The process to remove these names
involves a formal name removal request,
thorough evaluation from the commission,
review from a chancellor-appointed
committee and, lastly, deliberation among
the Board of Trustees.
“It’s time-consuming work, and it’s
meticulous work,” Patricia Parker, a
chairperson of the Commission on History,
Race and a Way Forward, said about
conducting research into the University’s past.
Parker and Chairperson James Leloudis

are leading the three-year charge on learning,
teaching and researching the University’s
history with race. The commission provides
recommendations to the chancellor on how
the community can reckon with its past.
Its work came to fruition on July 29 when
the Board of Trustees voted to remove four
names — Charles Aycock, Julian Carr,
Josephus Daniels and Thomas Ruffin Sr. —
from campus buildings at the initial request
and recommendation of the commission.
However, before those names reached the
Board of Trustees, they were reviewed by the
Chancellor’s ad-hoc committee — a key step
in the name removal policy.
“That group looked at the research (of
the Commission) against the policy and
made a consensus recommendation back
to the Chancellor that all four of those
names were not names that are part of our
aspiration as an institution, didn’t reinforce
the values that we have today, and should
come off those buildings,” David Routh, vice
chancellor for development and chairperson
of the 13-member ad-hoc committee, said.
The committee, which is formed anew

DTH/JESSIE ZHENG
The sign at Lower Quad Residential Community, pictured here on Tuesday, Nov. 10, 2020,
lists formerly Aycock Residence Hall as Residence Hall One after the overturned moratorium.

by the Chancellor with each name removal
request, voted unanimously in mid-July to
recommend the removal to the Chancellor.
After evaluating the Committee’s
recommendation, the Chancellor requested
that the Board of Trustees discuss and vote
on the removal of the four names. Ultimately,
on July 29, the names were removed.
While the original names of these
buildings have been removed, they host
interim names, such as “Residence Hall
One in Lower Quad” and “Student Affairs
building,” and have yet to be renamed.
In May 2015, the Board of Trustees, under
the administration of former Chancellor
Carol Folt, replaced Saunders Hall, a building
named after a chief organizer of the Ku Klux
Klan, by resolution to call it Carolina Hall.
At the same meeting, the Board enacted a
16-year moratorium on renaming any campus
buildings or landmarks.
The ban on renaming buildings was lifted
by the current Board of Trustees in June
2020, after a resurgence of media attention
led by UNC alumnus Rashaad Galloway.
Galloway created a petition to repeal the

moratorium, as well as to rename more than
40 buildings named after slaveholders and
white supremacists.
One of the names offered on his petition as
a replacement is Zora Neale Hurston, author
and unofficial student at UNC before its
integration. Activists advocated for her name
to replace that of Saunders Hall in 2015.
“We have to deal with white supremacy
and racism regardless of if we’re dealing with
it from an individual or from walking into a
building and seeing the person’s name on it,”
Galloway said.
The importance of removing and
replacing these names remains in the UNC
community — Galloway’s petition has more
than 13,000 signatures to date.
While the Board of Trustees has yet to
publicly release a plan for renaming buildings,
Routh said the issue is under review by the
Chancellor and Board of Trustees.
“We may all see something relatively soon
about a step forward on the process around
renaming,” Routh said.
university@dailytarheel.com

LIVE HERE,
LIVE WELL

425 Hillsborough St, Chapel Hill, NC 27514
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EDITORIAL

Your guide to surviving finals season
Don’t forget to take care of yourself.

F

inals season is upon
us — and given the
already intense levels
of stress we’ve endured this
semester, this one is sure to
be a doozy. To make matters
worse, we won’t have any
reading days to cushion
the blow. (Thanks, UNC.)
From final exams to
research papers and
presentations, we know
you’ve got a lot on your
plate — so taking care of
your mental health will
be more important than
ever. Here are some tips
to help you make it
through the week.

The best thing you can do for yourself is to
go to bed and tackle that
exam with a couple
hours of sleep
under your belt.
Don’t be afraid
to ask for help.
Take advantage of
all the resources that
are available to you:
review sessions, office
hours, study groups,
etc. Foster solidarity
with your classmates —
they’re probably just as
stressed as you are right
now.

M a k e
a
comprehensive list
of all important
dates
and
deadlines between
now and the end of
the semester.

you need to do to get a little serotonin boost
here and there — you’re going to need it.
Don’t be too hard on yourself.
In a perfect world, we’d ace all of our
finals. But this is far from a perfect world,
or a perfect semester. Regardless of what
happens, all that matters is that you tried
your best. And if your best looks a little
different right now, that’s OK.
Remember you’re more than a number.
Exam grades and GPAs aren’ t a
reflection of your worth, nor are they a
reflection of how much you’ve learned

and grown this semester. Ask yourself: in
five years, will this really matter? Probably
not. So take a deep breath and keep going.
It’s OK to cry.
Everything you’re feeling right now is
valid — so let yourself feel it. Crying isn’t
a bad thing! In fact, you might just feel
better afterward.
Good luck, Tar Heels. We believe in
you! And remember, a two-month long
break is just around the corner.
@dthopinion
opinion@dailytarheel.com

Make sure you choose
to pass/fail any classes
before LDOC.

The deadline to declare
your classes pass/fail is
Nov. 17, and given the hell
we’ve been through this
In fact, stop reading this and go put your
semester, we all need it.
exam dates in your Google Calendar. Do it! Save yourself the stress (and the GPA hit)
Now! You’ll thank us later.
before it’s too late.
If you don’t know it by midnight, you’re
probably not going to know it at all.

Practice self-care.

Eat. Sleep. Take a break to watch an episode
Don’t pull an all-nighter. It’s not worth it. of your favorite show on Netflix. Do whatever

DTH/ANGELINA KATSANIS
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When clothing is
political
Layla Peykamian
is a junior majoring in
communication and
political science.

A

email: laylagp@live.
unc.edu

red baseball cap. A
white pantsuit. Aviator
sunglasses. In other words,
American politics.
The way we dress and accessorize
is used as a symbolic representation
of political and social movements.
Fashion allows us to share what we
believe and support in both coded
and obvious ways. Although politics
has nothing to do with fashion
directly, clothing choices made by
(and on behalf of ) politicians remain
relevant in the political conversation,
for better or worse.
However, more often than not,
clothing worn by female politicians
in particular is the focus of redherring distractions and criticisms
of the individuals themselves, rather
than meaningful critique of any
relevant policy proposal.
Fo r e x a m p l e , i n t h e 2 0 1 6
presidential debate, news
commentators carved out time
to comment on Hillary Clinton’s
wardrobe, but did not waste time
commenting on Donald Trump’s
clothing choices. Last month, U.S.
Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez,
D-N.Y., was criticized for wearing
borrowed designer clothing for a
professional photoshoot with Vanity

Fair. However, Barack Obama was
never criticized for his clothing when
he donned the cover of the magazine
years earlier.
That’s not to say male politicians
are entirely excluded from
controversy stemming from their
clothing. In 2014, former President
Barack Obama was criticized as
being unpresidential for days for
wearing a tan suit to a White House
press conference, and Donald Trump
has been criticized for wearing
“ill-fitting” suits. However, the
conversation surrounding female
politicians and their fashion choices
almost always exceeds that of male
politicians’ clothing.
Women, especially those in the
political realm, have historically
been ridiculed and judged for their
appearance. Women on the Senate
floor faced restrictive dress codes
before the 1990s, and Katherine
Langley, the seventh woman to be
elected as a member of the House of
Representatives, had articles written
criticizing her clothing and her hair.
Female news anchors have been
criticized for wearing — or not
wearing — sleeves on their dresses,
regardless of season. First ladies
routinely make news cycles with
positive or negative appraisal of their
clothing and what it might suggest
about them.
But, female politicians have also
strategically used fashion to preempt
criticism and spark conversation.
Dressed entirely in white — an
allusion to the suffragette movement

CARTOON
of the early 1900s — Vice Presidentelect Kamala Harris took the stage
on Nov. 7 to address the nation.
In the 2019 and 2020 State
of the Union addresses, a sizable
portion of female lawmakers wore
white outfits for the same reason,
creating a visually striking contrast
to the sea of black and navy suits
and ties. Nancy Pelosi, Hillary
Clinton and Tulsi Gabbard are just
a few other examples of women in
politics who have strategically worn
all white, reflecting a commitment
to expanding equality and
acknowledging the women who
came before them.
Even for those without a career in
politics, clothing is political. When
we wear a particular brand, we
inadvertently promote the brand’s
social platforms and financially
support their practices. Our fashion
choices are also the result of the
evolution and interactions between
various cultures and commerce,
and allude to historically significant
eras and movements.
As a young woman, I am a
constant target for clothing and
fashion advertisements. Having
an interest in politics and news
media, I notice just how often
the clothing choices of female
politicians are scrutinized, while
their male counterparts typically
manage to avoid the brunt of this
particular criticism.
One thing I’ve learned following
women in politics is that there’s
always going to be a conversation
about your clothing — so you might
as well choose what statement you
want to make.
People are going to talk. So
get them talking about what you
believe matters.
opinion@dailytarheel.com

CARTOON BY TATE GODWIN

DTH ONLINE:

For more columns, editorials, op-eds and
cartoons, visit us at dailytarheel.com.

SPEAK OUT
Interested in writing a letter to the editor or submitting an
op-ed?
• Students: Include your year, major and phone number.
• Faculty/staff: Include your department and phone number.
• Edit: The DTH edits for space, clarity, accuracy and vulgarity. Limit submissions to 500 words.
• Send via email to opinion@dailytarheel.com
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Students reflect on ‘Outer Banks’
series as award nominations roll in
By Sophia Ramirez
Staff Writer

This summer brought an array
of shows to watch on Netflix, from
“Avatar: The Last Airbender” to the
illegal antics of Joe Exotic and his rival
Carole Baskin in “Tiger King.”
One such phenomenon was “Outer
Banks,” a show so consumable it was
up for the People’s Choice Award
“The Bingeworthy Show of 2020,”
“The Show of 2020” and “The Drama
Show of 2020.”
With the nominations and the
show confirmed for a second season,
North Carolinians are revisiting what
it means to have a hit show based so
close to home.
“Outer Banks” is a soapy teen drama
much like any other, except instead of
being set in the Upper East Side or Los
Angeles, the plot takes place on the

Outer Banks of North Carolina.
Plot is the key word here: the show
was set to be filmed in Wilmington but
moved to Charleston, South Carolina,
due to North Carolina’s House Bill 2.
The show’s co-creators, Shannon
Burke and Josh Pate, are UNC alumni
and included nods to their alma mater
throughout the show. UNC students
like Kwame Amankwah chuckled at
the episode in which the characters
took a ferry to landlocked Chapel Hill.
“When they went to UNC …
that was definitely not Chapel Hill,”
Amankwah said. “I don’t think it
mattered — it was just funny having
experienced Chapel Hill.”
Most residents of the Outer Banks
didn’t watch the show, Jared Warner
and Jacob Hinson, who both lived in
the Outer Banks for the summer, said.
“Some people watched the show,
liked the show, but it’s not a show

Non-incumbents
campaign for N.C. voters
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 2
•

N.C. superintendent of public
instruction.
Daniel Kreiss, an assistant
professor of journalism at UNC,
said on average 90 percent of both
Republicans and Democrats vote
along their party line down the
ballot. This year, 78 percent said
they would, according to a Pew
Research Center study.
“You’re dealing with a very small

slice of the electorate, and it really
comes down to, can campaigns
mobilize their base of support as
much as possible,” he said.
Because voters are less likely to
vote all the way down the ballot,
non-incumbent races are more
likely to have smaller margins
between candidates.
North Carolina had one of the
longest ballots in the country
during this election cycle. Orange
County had a total of 31 races from
the president and vice president

Build the Future of

about the Outer Banks,” Hinson said.
“Outer Banks” did get some
aspects right, though. Hinson said
there is a real class divide on the
Outer Banks, and many locals
struggle to make ends meet during
the winter when the wealthy tourists
leave. And the term “kook” doesn’t
mean preppy rich local so much as
it means poser who can’t surf, but it
still carries weight.
“It’s the biggest insult on the
beach. Ever,” Warner said.
Regardless of its authenticity,
t h e s h o w ’s e ff e c t s o n N o r t h
Carolinians linger.
“It did make me think, the Outer
Banks is such a North Carolinian
thing and I’ve never even been,” said
UNC junior Sophie Pruett. “The
show prompted me to want to go.”
arts@dailytarheel.com
to the soil and water conservation
district supervisor.
“It’s about who is more effective
at reminding partisan voters to
vote down ballots and depending
on the year there’s a bigger drop
off, depending on the par ty,”
Czabovsky said.
Czabovsky said campaigns look
at how their candidate did by the
turnout for their race as compared
to the top of the ballot, or the “Big
Three” — president, U.S. Senate
and governor.
He said the N.C. lieutenant
governor race is important when
distinguishing how many voters
actually voted down the ballot
because it is the first race below
those three. The N.C. governor race

DTH PHOTO ILLUSTRATION/ANGELINA KATSANIS
A student watches the Netflix show “Outer Banks” on his computer. The show,
created by two UNC alumni, was released in April and quickly rose in popularity.

had 5,500,684 votes compared to
5,422,129 votes for lieutenant
governor — a difference of 78,555
votes that could’ve had a large
impact on smaller races like the
Council of State.
In normal election years, Kreiss
said campaigns utilize events like
rallies to mobilize voters. Due to
the pandemic, most campaigning
this year had to be done online,
including through virtual rallies.
Kreiss said advantages of
virtual rallies include candidates
being able to speak more directly
to voters.
He said some other tactics that
campaigns used this cycle to push
people to vote down the ballot were
TV advertising, text messaging,

phone calls and other forms
of virtual outreach, especially
including social media.
He said it’s harder to get the
attention of the public now than
it was 40 or 50 years ago when
campaigns could run ads on three
major television networks and hit
up to 80 percent of Americans.
Today, he said an effec tive
campaign is one that moves the
middle through platforms like
Facebook, Twitter and Snapchat.
“One of the big reasons why
campaigns take to social media is
the simple fact that that’s where
voters are,” he said.
@kecarpenter1
city@dailytarheel.com
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Opening minutes prove fatal for women’s soccer
By Brian Keyes
Sports Editor

Five minutes and 21 seconds.
That’s how long it took for Florida
State to topple the No. 1 North
Carolina women’s soccer team on
Sunday in the women’s soccer ACC
Championship game, 3-2. The Tar
Heels hadn’t allowed more than one
goal in a game the entire season, and
in just five minutes and 21 seconds,
they allowed two.
The first goal punched the Tar
Heels in the mouth just a minute and
19 seconds in. A corner kick from
LeiLanni Nesbeth knifed through
UNC’s defense, which inexplicably
left three Seminoles effectively
uncovered right in front of the goal
— all it took was a little tap on the
chest from tournament MVP Clara
Robbins to draw first blood.
Instead of responding, the Tar
Heels stumbled in a daze for several
minutes, while the Seminoles attacked.
Yet again, it was Robbins with a wideopen shot just outside North Carolina’s
box on the set-up from Nesbeth,
which she promptly fired past UNC
goalkeeper Claudia Dickey.
“They came out, they punched
us in the face early,” UNC head
coach Anson Dorrance said. “We
were knocked back, and it was very
difficult for us to get back in the
game in the first half.”

Those two goals were the first
time North Carolina’s defense had
faltered twice since the quarterfinals
of last year’s NCAA Tournament. The
young backline had been a bright
spot for UNC, keeping the sheet
clean while the offense struggled
with the loss of senior forward
Alessia Russo. Yet when the lights
were brightest, the combination of
Emily Fox, Abby Allen, Julia Dorsey,
Maycee Bell and Paige Tolentino was
either unable or simply unprepared
for the start of Saturday’s match.
The next 39 minutes came and
went — North Carolina eventually
settled into its rhythm, trying to see
if its high press could disrupt Florida
State’s possession game — but it was
too late. The death blow had been
dealt before the Tar Heels could even
get their feet under them.
UNC might have been able to save
itself, and its former season, with
a strong second-half performance.
Greater deficits have been overcome
— and the Tar Heels were the Goliath
of women’s soccer all season, grinding
out wins with their furious attacks,
high press and strong defense.
Instead, North Carolina yet again
allowed a goal in the opening minutes
of the half — the first time the Tar
Heels had been scored on three times
since the 2018 ACC Championship
game, also against Florida State.
North Carolina did manage to score

DTH/ABE LOVEN
UNC freshman forward Talia Dellaperuta (24) drives downfield in Sahlen’s Stadium in Cary, N.C. on Nov. 15, 2020.

two goals in the remaining 43 minutes
— the first on a penalty kick by junior
forward Rachel Jones and the second
with just 79 seconds left in the game
from junior midfielder Brianna Pinto.
But ultimately, the fight North
Carolina summoned wasn’t enough

to close the wound that the Seminoles
had opened at the start of the game.
The Tar Heels were ranked No. 1
in the country and undefeated going
into the game. They were Goliath.
But the thing about being Goliath
is, when you take on your David

(if the No. 1 seed and undefeated
Seminoles could ever be considered
a David), you end up face down in
the dirt at the end of the fight.
@bg_keyes
sports@dailytarheel.com

Late rally not enough to secure ACC title for Tar Heels

DTH/ABE LOVEN
UNC junior goalkeeper Claudia Dickey (0) walks across the field in Sahlen’s
Stadium in Cary on Nov. 15, 2020 at the ACC Champion Game. FSU beat UNC 3-2.

By Macy Meyer

WakeMed Soccer Park erupted and
clapped. But the elation was not
displayed by the North Carolina
The bench cleared. Players women’s soccer team. The Tar Heels
cheered, celebrated and embraced had just been dealt their first loss of
each other. Fans in the stands of the season by Florida State in the
Senior Writer

ACC Championship final.
It was a battle of the unbeaten
teams. Someone had to be placed in
the loss column for the first time this
year, and after giving up three goals
early, it was UNC who had to play
catch-up the entire match.
They were down, not out. But even
a last-minute rally late in the second
half that saw UNC score twice to
cut the deficit to a manageable 3-2
margin just wasn’t enough. So, it
was the Tar Heels who were silent
as time expired. It was the Tar Heels
who sat with their heads down,
resting their hands on their knees as
the Seminoles felt the glory of being
ACC champions, defeating UNC for
the second time in three years.
Too little, too late. The old adage
encompasses all of the bitter tastes
and hard feelings that come from a
near comeback late in the second half.
The Tar Heels were able to break the
shutout with a Rachel Jones goal in
the 58th minute, and they were even
able to put themselves in a position
to push the match into overtime off
a Brianna Pinto goal in the 88th

minute. Still, they just had too little,
too late on Sunday afternoon.
T h e Ta r He e l s d o n’ t fi n d
themselves down 3-0 often —
considering they haven’t given up
multiple goals in a single match since
Nov. 29, 2019 — and goalkeeping
and defending are two of the team’s
greatest strengths. Florida State
defender Clara Robbins was a force
Sunday afternoon, putting UNC in
an uncharacteristic position after she
scored two goals in just six minutes
to start the game.
“Everyone pushed to the end,”
Robbins, who was named Tournament
MVP, said. “We knew there wasn’t any
room to be complacent. Playing UNC
is always a crazy game. They always
come out with a lot of pressure and a
lot of intensity.”
The Tar Heels returned from
halftime looking to generate the
offense that was lacking in the
opening half, but were again
dominated in the opening minutes.
Another FSU goal by Leilanni
Nesbeth in the opening two minutes
could’ve crushed the Tar Heels’ spirit.

Despite the deficit, the Tar Heels
fought tooth and nail until time
expired. Late in the second half,
Jones took advantage of an FSU
handball in the box and gave a hard
strike on the penalty kick to the left
side of the net to score and rally the
team. That fight continued as Pinto
netted her team-high sixth goal to
put UNC within one in the final
minutes. All they needed was one.
“You’re darn right I was (worried
about a comeback),” FSU head coach
and ACC Coach of the Year, Mark
Krikorian, said.
The Tar Heels fought — keeping
possession of the ball in front of
Florida State’s box until the end.
UNC refused to allow the game to
be decided until the clock hit zero. It
was just too little, too late.
“I told the girls after the game
that I was incredibly proud of the
way they played in defeat,” Dorrance
said. “I’m proud of the fact the girls
never quit.”
@macyemeyer
sports@dailytarheel.com

Men’s soccer stumbles in ACC Tournament, again
By Christian Avy
Staff Writer

The ACC Tournament, no matter
the sport, is always one of the most
difficult conference tournaments to
win in college sports. The UNC men’s
soccer team found that out the hard
way in its Sunday 1-0 overtime loss
to Notre Dame.
After closing the regular season
with a strong 2-0 win over Duke last
week, head coach Carlos Somoano’s
squad could not keep the momentum
going into the tournament. The
Tar Heels were solid on defense
throughout the game against the
Fighting Irish, but failed to find the
back of the net.
Sunday’s quarterfinal loss marks
the seventh time in eight years that
North Carolina hasn’t been able to
win a game in the ACC Tournament,
with the last time they won it all
being in 2011, Somoano’s first year
at the helm of the program.
In the first half, UNC dominated
possession of the ball and kept the
pressure on high, outshooting the
Fighting Irish nine to two and kicking

seven corners to their opponent’s
one. Corner kick after corner kick,
chance after chance, Notre Dame’s
defense held strong in front of the
goal, and senior goalkeeper Keagan
McLaughlin stopped every ball that
made it to him.
Those corner kick misses would
prove costly for North Carolina, as in
the second half, it was Notre Dame
that flipped the switch to generate
far more chances on offense.
U N C fi r s t - y e a r m i d fi e l d e r
Tim Schels was around the ball
throughout the match, but wasn’t
happy with how his team performed
in the second half.
“I think we managed the ball
really good in the first half,” Schels
said. “But I think they outran us
completely in the second half, they
just worked harder than us. That’s
something we have to work on.”
Notre Dame’s aggression and
physicality, particularly on defense,
caused problems all afternoon for
the Tar Heels, bogging down many of
UNC’s chances. The two yellow cards
drawn by Fighting Irish players, along
with their four first-half fouls, showed

their plan to out-grit and out-grind
their opponents from the start.
“Some teams are gonna be more
physical than others, and we’re
going to have to step up to that,”
graduate defender Joe Pickering
said. “In the second half, I think the
energy dropped and the physicality
dropped as well.”
After the conclusion of the second
half, the score was still knotted at
zero, but the Fighting Irish had
taken the majority of the momentum
going into sudden-death overtime.
With 36 seconds left in the
overtime period, Notre Dame senior
Aiden McFadden took a free kick
attempt after UNC’s Jacques Bouvery
tripped up a Fighting Irish player.
McFadden skipped the ball through
the North Carolina line and just past
the left side of junior goalkeeper Alec
Smir, ending the match and UNC’s
hopes at an ACC title run this fall.
Once again, the ACC Tournament
proved to be one of North Carolina’s
biggest stumbling blocks. Though it’s
not entirely clear what the upcoming
spring season will look like for the
conference, or the rest of the country,

PHOTO COURTESY OF DANA GENTRY
UNC defender Joe Pickering competes for a header with a Notre Dame player
during the first round of the ACC tournament on Nov. 15, 2020. UNC lost 1-0.

with it comes a new chance for UNC
to get back up and prove its early exit
was just an aberration.
“That’s a hard way to lose a game,”
Somoano said. “We just slipped up
a little bit, and it got away from us.
That was a tough goal to end the fall

season on. I’m sure once we are able
to process and get over it, the fact
that we’ll be able to continue in the
spring is a real positive.”
@cd_avy
sports@dailytarheel.com
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Students and faculty look
to spring changes
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

to bring students to campus without
testing was a decision that faculty
and students questioned.
“It’s refreshing to know that the
University has done 180 degrees from
telling everybody that testing creates a
false sense of security, to coming to this
end where they are saying that we will
do robust testing,” Aikat said.

no clear control over the supply
chain. Additionally, the turnaround
time for getting a test result was five
to seven or more days, making that
kind of testing ineffective, he said.
Before the start of the semester,
UNC’s Roadmap for Fall 2020 also
said widespread testing “could create
Seeking community input
a false sense of security.”
Deb Aikat, an associate professor
T he Campus & Community
and member of the Faculty Executive Advisory Committee, created by
Committee, said that over the the Chancellor and composed
summer, University leadership’s plan of students, faculty, staff and

Monday, November 16, 2020

members of the surrounding
community, began meeting in
September to provide input
on decisions related to spring
reopening plans.
Ryan Collins, president of the
Graduate and Professional Student
Federation and a committee member,
said there has been a push for more
constituencies to be involved in the
decision-making process before
decisions are finalized. The creation of
the committee shows this shift, he said.
Lamar Richards, a member of
the Campus & Community Advisory
Committee and the chairperson of
the Commission on Campus Equality
and Student Equity, echoed this
criticism of the fall.
“Now, the University is taking this
extra step to say, ‘We want your input,
by way of this committee, for spring
planning, and we’re committed to

DTH
Marketplace

working this committee to see what be necessary.
the best recommendations are,’”
‘A Pollyanna perspective’
Richards said.
Enforcing community standards
In the most recent Campus &
Community Advisory Committee
meeting, the committee discussed the
enforcement of community guidelines
in the spring, focusing on how to make
sure people abide by the standards.
“We are still very early in those
discussions, so I don’t know that I’ve
seen enough from leadership yet as
to know whether or not that’s going
to be an improvement,” Collins said.
Richards said his hope is that by
engaging and empowering students,
they will encourage their peers to
adhere to community standards —
making it rare that enforcement will

Crossword Puzzle

Direct
Support
Professional
We are currently
recruiting for motivated
and enthusiastic
individuals to work
with residents with
developmental disabilities
of all ages!
A great opportunity for
psychology and social
work students! Various
shifts available including
PT and FT.
Pay up to $11/hr.
For more information click
thru to http://jobs.rsi-nc.org.

Aikat said that instead of trying to
live with the uncertainty that exists,
universities that were successful
in the fall, in North Carolina and
nationwide, are planning ahead.
Aikat said a foolproof plan includes
a way to combat the pandemic
headlong and then an escape.
“I mean, as much as I believe in the
power of prayer, this is not the time to
hope and pray that, ‘Oh, everything
will be fine.’ I think that’s a Pollyanna
perspective,” Aikat said. “When you
have a Pollyanna perspective, things
will go. And when things go wrong,
you have not prepared for it.”
university@dailytarheel.com

Deadlines

Line Classified Ad Rates
Private Party (Non-Profit) Commercial (For-Profit)

25 Words ....... $20.00/week 25 Words ....... $42.50/week
Extra words ..25¢/word/day Extra words ...25¢/word/day
EXTRAS: Box: $1/day • Bold: $3/day

To place a Line Classified Ad, go to www.dailytarheel.com/classifieds or Call 919-962-0252
The LA Times
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Line Ads: 11a.m., the day prior to publication
Display Classified Ads: 3p.m., two days
prior to publication

DTH office is open Mon-Fri 9:00am-5:00pm

Help Wanted
CASHIER AND LINE COOKS WANTED Seeking nights & weekend help for front & back of house. Starting
pay is $10/hour plus tips. Please email erika@armadillogrill.com for details.

Help Wanted
LANDSCAPING YARDWORK NEEDED Moving a lot of soil, by shoveling & wheelbarrow. Resettling &
mulch cover. Other stuff avail. Looking for students, not landscaping company. Text 919-605-4023
(Luke)

HOROSCOPES

If November 16 is
Your Birthday...

Benefits flow this year through communications, networking and connection.
Maintain steady creative practices to realize your vision. Joint finances
take a twist this winter, leading to a personally profitable phase. Summer
brings diminished cash flow, before your shared fortunes rise. Write your
masterpiece.
(c) 2019 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC. Linda Black Horoscopes

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.
(C)2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc. All rights reserved.

Across
61 Dots on a map
1 Wedding party escort
62 Doctrinal belief
6 Witch’s incantation
11 Image file suffix
14 Garden-guarding spirit
15 Free-for-all
16 Poetic “before”
17 “Fingers crossed!”
19 Golf starting point
20 Cattle identifier
21 Puts dressing in, as a turkey
23 Painter or sculptor
24 American addition to Chinese
cuisine
26 Face cover
27 Hawaii’s Mauna __
28 Watch over
29 Shakespearean rumpus
30 Sad on the Seine?
32 Migratory salmon
34 Vessel carrying soldiers
36 Directs (to), as a specialist
39 Fibbed
40 __ moment: revelation
43 Yemeni port
44 Bumped into
45 Hoity-toity sort
46 Steph Curry hoops specialty
49 Draw idly
51 College grounds
52 Lighthearted banter
53 See 53-Down
54 Earth-friendly retailer ... and a hint
to the circled letters
57 Consumed
58 Stay away from
59 Offends the nose
60 “Spot on!”

Down
1 “This tastes awful!”
2 Smiled with disdain
3 Fictional captain Hornblower
4 “Bam!” chef
5 Takes ten
6 Air quality issue
7 __ talk: team motivator
8 “Happy Endings” actress Cuthbert
9 Largo relative
10 Assistance, with “a”
11 Propellant for a flying fighter
12 Roll call response
13 “Who knew?”
18 __ trick: hockey player’s three
goals in a game
22 SLR setting
23 “Selma” director DuVernay
24 Rhyming pair
25 NFL stats
27 Zodiac feline
30 “Turn on the heat!”
31 __ Angeles
32 “... __ loves me not”
33 Prefix with night
34 Local news hr.
35 Obedience school command
36 Friend of TV’s Sheldon and
Leonard
37 Provide schooling for
38 Ewes and does
40 “Subsequently ... “
41 Mount __: oldest Seven Sisters
college
42 Civil War prez
44 Red Square city
45 “It’s pretty obvious”
47 Nursery rhyme dieter
48 Spanish omelet ingredient
49 Joe Biden’s st.
50 Unconcealed
52 Certain TV screens
53 With 53-Across, money transfer
app
55 Yang’s counterpart
56 Wash. winter hours

Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 7 — The road ahead may
not look as imagined. The more you
learn, the bigger mess you discover.
Clean up what you can. Start at
home.
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is an 8 — Financial fantasies
and reality don’t match. Focus on
immediate family needs. Avoid
retail therapy. Reduce consumption.
Conserve valuable resources.
Collaborate for shared gain.
Gemini (May 21-June 20)
Today is a 7 — Collaborate for
practical priorities with your partner.
Things could seem chaotic. Stay
flexible to adapt to changing
conditions. Discover solutions. Invent
new possibilities together.
Cancer (June 21-July 22)
Today is a 7 — Avoid distractions.
Something doesn’t work as it should.
Don’t give in to disappointment.
Compromise. Adjust and revise your
moves. Physical action gets results.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 9 — Have fun with
someone you love. Prioritize
inexpensive, low risk options. Take
a walk somewhere beautiful. Enjoy
games, puzzles and diversions.
Cook up some romance.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 9 — Focus on
personal matters. You can see an
unvarnished reality. Do something
nice for yourself. Don’t worry about
future or past. Enjoy the present
moment.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 7 — Make domestic
repairs and upgrades. Fix what isn’t
working. Clean and reduce clutter.
Find new purpose for unused things
or give them away. Less is more.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 — Rest and recharge.
Process recent revelations and
consider impacts. Envision balance,
peace and harmony. Practice
peaceful rituals. Meditate and
observe. Discover hidden beauty.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is an 8 — You can solve a
puzzle. Get creative. Slow to avoid
mistakes. Monitor news. The truth
gets revealed. Share views and
feelings. Adapt plans. s.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is an 8 — Keep financial
agreements, deadlines and
promises. Stay in communication as
circumstances shift. Things may not
go as planned. Fantasies dissipate.
Expenses can arise. Stay practical.

Complete the
grid so each row,
column and
3-by-3 box (in bold
borders) contains
every digit 1 to 9.

© 2015 The Mepham Group. All rights reserved.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18).
Today is an 8 — A group project
requires attention. Focus on
practical priorities. Collaborate to
navigate a challenge. Adapt to an
unexpected reality. Pull together to
advance.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a 7 — Professional
breakdowns or obstacles have your
focus. Tread carefully. Avoid travel
or expense and get productive
behind closed doors. Prioritize
urgencies and postpone the rest.
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The OC Report is a project that was launched in January,
2019. Supported by a Strowd Roses grant, we seek to
provide timely and quality local news to our Chapel Hill
and Orange County readers. Subscribe to our weekly
newsletter at dailytarheel.com/page/dth-subscription.
And we want to hear from you. If you want to submit a
column or story idea, contact us at
city@dailytarheel.com.
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Chapel Hill churches hold weekly BLM vigils
By Jacob Meredith-Andrews and
Maria Morava
Staff Writers

Despite recent vandalizations of
banners with phrases like “BLM”
and “Vote,” a local church said it
will continue to hold weekly vigils
to remember and honor victims of
police brutality.
Since late May, following the
death of George Floyd, Binkley
Baptist Church has held antiracist
vigils on Fridays from 5 to 6 p.m.
The church was joined by University
Baptist Church in July,, after a
white man was charged with assault
for punching a 19-year-old Black
woman at a demonstration at Binkley
Baptist Church. This prompted
an outpouring of solidarity from
community members.
“We were honoring the people who
were killed,” Richard Clifford, who
helps organize the demonstrations,
said. “We are not protesting any one
thing in particular, except for the
overall treatment of people.”
“This is a visual display to say,
‘Here’s where we stand.’ We want our
Black brothers and sisters to know
that they live in a town where they
are loved,” Allison Allaire-James,
director of children’s ministries at
University Baptist Church, said.
Allaire-James said participation has

ranged from four to 20 people, church
members and non-members alike.
Binkley’s demonstrations draw
about 50 people per week, although
Clifford said participation spiked
to nearly 200 following the assault.
Binkley’s crowd represents a range of
age and experience, from preschoolers
to seniors in their late 80s.
Despite community support,
three banners at Binkley Baptist
Church were recently vandalized.
Two banners with messages
“BLM” and “Vote” were set on fire at
night on Oct. 30. A third rainbowcolored banner with various slogans,
such as “Love is Love,” sustained less
damage and was discovered the
following morning.
Senior Pastor Marcus McFaul said
in a statement that the church will
continue to stand in solidarity with
those who have experienced injustice.
In response to the vandalizations,
the church added another banner,
which reads “You can burn our signs
but you can’t burn our resolve.”
Clifford, who joined the
congregation shortly after he moved
to Chapel Hill in 1970, said this is
not the first time Binkley Baptist
Church has been targeted for its social
activism. The church was formed in
1958 as one of the few integrated
congregations in Chapel Hill. In
1992, it was ousted from the Southern

DTH/ANGELINA KATSANIS
Protesters on the steps of University Baptist Church hold BLM signs on Aug. 28, 2020, as well as every Friday since July.

Baptist Convention for taking steps to
license a gay minister.
As winter approaches and dusk
comes earlier, Binkley Baptist Church
has moved future demonstrations to
Saturdays from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.

Clifford said the church plans
to hold vigils indefinitely, as it is
important to continue to demonstrate.
He also said Binkley Baptist Church’s
Humanitarian Crisis Response
workgroup is working on future

events for immigrant and refugee
rights.“These vigils have been one of
the most moving things of my life,”
Clifford said.
city@dailytarheel.com

Meet the Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP’s new president
of the Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP,
was elected as the next president of the
branch after the group held its election
Nov. 7.
“We hope to inform how students
see themselves as part of the Chapel
Hill-Carrboro community and not just
the UNC community,” Jones said.
Elected officers will serve two-year
terms starting in 2021. Anna Richards,
the current branch president and
winner of the N.C. NAACP Branch
President of the Year award in 2019,
will serve as one of the Chapel HillCarrboro NAACP’s vice presidents
next year.
Jones has been a member of
the branch since 2016. Prior to her
position as branch secretary, she
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE CHAPEL-HILL CARRBORO NAACP served as membership chairperson.
In 2018, she graduated from the
Dawna Jones, the current secretary of the Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP
NAACP Next Generation Program, a
was elected as the new president of the local branch on Nov. 7, 2020.
leadership development program that
elected a new president who hopes to focuses on training the next generation
By Kayla Gulliams
bridge the gap between the branch of leaders in the NAACP.
Staff Writer
and students at UNC.
Jones is originally from East
The Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP
Dawna Jones, current secretary Orange, New Jersey, and holds degrees

in sociology, higher education and
social work. She moved to the Chapel
Hill-Carrboro area in 2013 to work
as a case manager at UNC before
eventually moving into the role of
assistant dean of students. She said
both roles have allowed her to utilize
her skillsets and help students in need
of support.
Jones also serves as chairperson of
the Carolina Black Caucus, a group of
faculty and staff at UNC who advocate
for, engage and empower Black
faculty and staff. She’ll transition
off the CBC leadership team early
next year, but said she hopes she
can continue to work with the group
through the NAACP.
“I’m hoping we can partner to
advocate for issues that are really
important for Black faculty and
staff right now, who are feeling the
brunt of the pandemic as well as the
racial justice pandemic,” she said.
Richards said she’s looking
forward to welcoming Jones as the
next president.

“Dawna is a proven leader,”
Richards said. “She’s been really
instrumental in a lot of the changes
we have made over the past few years,
so she’s well prepared and she’s going
to make a great president.”
Margaret Krome-Lukens, who
serves as assistant secretary for the
Chapel Hill-Carrboro NAACP, said
she’s excited Jones will be moving into
the role of president.
“She’s a great teammate and has
done a huge amount of work behind
the scenes for the branch,” KromeLukens said.
When she transitions into the role
of president, Jones said she hopes to
build off the work of Richards, who
has grown the branch into a staple of
the Chapel Hill-Carrboro community.
“I’m just really excited about coming
into this position, building upon the
work we’ve done while making some
strides towards growth,” she said.
@kaylaguilliams
city@dailytarheel.com

OC Voice: Orange County Schools should safely reopen
The OC Voice is a portion of the
OC Report newsletter where local
residents may have a platform to
talk about local issues they care
about. Swetha Ganesan is an Orange
County resident and graduate student
pursuing a master of public health
degree in the Department of Health
Behavior at the UNC Gillings School
of Global Public Health.
As we approach our nine-month
anniversary of quarantine due
to COVID-19, North Carolina is
searching for ways to safely bring
back a sense of normalcy, and one
avenue that is being actively explored
is the safe reopening of public
elementary schools.
Safely sending students, especially
our young ones in elementary school,
back to school in the era of COVID19 is a public health dilemma.
Experts have found that in-person
interactions play vital roles in the
social, behavioral and emotional
development of young children.

In Orange County, we want to set
our students up for success, and that
starts with shifting away from online
elementary school education and
towards hybrid/in-person schooling.
Gov. Roy Cooper announced that
elementary schools can begin to
reopen in-person instruction at the
discretion of county leaders, and the
Orange County Board of Education
has begun developing a Plan B for
opening elementary schools by
January 2021.
The existing Plan B policy includes
five key mitigation strategies in
accordance with CDC guidelines:
consistent and correct use of masks,
social distancing to the largest extent
possible, hand hygiene and respiratory
etiquette, cleaning and disinfecting
and contact tracing with the Orange
County Health Department.
However, there have been 230
cases of COVID-19 recorded per
100,000 Orange County residents
in the last 14 days according to
the COVID-19 N.C. Dashboard,

and I argue that the existing Plan
B policy by the county’s Board of
Education is insufficient to ensure
safe reopening of elementar y
schools, given the current risk of
transmission in Orange County.
A team of MPH students, including
myself, at UNC propose four policy
additions to the OCBE’s current Plan B
to help facilitate safer implementation
of in-person instruction.
Our policy additions include
rotating half-day class scheduling
to avoid COVID-19 transmission
during lunchtime, masks required
in schools by everyone at all times,
hand-sanitizing stations made
available in every classroom and
weekly saliva-based COVID-19
testing of students through a
partnership with UNC.
It is feasible for the county’s Board
of Education to adopt our proposed
p o l i c y a d d i t i o n s b y Ja n u a r y
2021, but we need the support of
concerned Orange County citizens
to help make this happen. You can

familiarize yourself with the Board’s
policy decisions regarding COVID19 through the Orange County
School District website. You can
also email the Board directly at
ocsboardmembers@orange.k12.
nc.us to urge the Board to prioritize
the safety of Orange County children
and adopt the four policy additions.
With the new year just around
the corner, we must look forward to
finding ways to safely open schools
for the benefit of the children in our
community. The health and wellbeing of our community’s children
are protected when we ensure that
our students can learn and thrive in
a safe, yet stimulating, environment.
We need to hold Orange County’s
elementary schools accountable for
the safety of our students by calling
upon the Board of Education to
adopt the four proposed policy
additions for safe school reopening.
Change happens one phone call or
email at a time, and the time to act
is now. Reach out to the Orange
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Swetha Ganesan, an Orange County
resident and UNC graduate student.

County Board of Education today.
If you live in Orange County and
want to make your voice heard on
something you care about locally,
email city@dailytarheel.com.

